
Lesson 6 Workbook - Personal Production Section

This section has 3 parts. Please provide your answers for all of them as indicated below

PART 1: here are basically three sentence structures to practice. The first one uses Ir to mean

going to a place; the second uses Ir to put another verb (infinitive) in the future. The third uses

Ir reflexively to mean “leave” instead of “go”. The ideal number of sentences for this

segment is 12.

(1) Person, Ir conjugation, a, place

(2a) Person, Ir conjugation, a, estar, en, place

(2b) Person, Ir conjugation, a, ser, bueno/buena/buenos/buenas

(3) Person, reflexive pronoun, ir conjugation

Here are some examples:

She va a la casa.

Nosotros vamos a ser buenos.

They fueron a the hospital.

Mi brother se va.

I voy a estar en your country.

Type your text



PART 2 - SENTENCE WRITING SEGMENT: There are basically essentially two ways to use

Tener: for possession or for obligation. Practice writing sentences using the following two

structures, the first of which indicates possession (Tener is followed by a noun) and the second

of which indicates obligation (Tener is followed by que and then a verb infinitive). Note that in

the second type of obligation, you need to put a reflexive object (se, me, etc.) before the verbs

to change the meaning of Ir from “go” to “leave”. The ideal number of sentences for this

segment is 12.

(1) Person, Tener conjugation, noun

(2a) Person, Tener conjugation, que, infinitive, [whatever makes sense]

(2b) Person, reflexive object, Tener conjugation, que, infinitive, [whatever makes sense]

Here are some examples:

My friend tiene a dog.

Sarah tiene que estar at home.

Austin se tiene que ir de la casa.



PART 3 - SENTENCE WRITING SEGMENT: Now write your own hybrid Spanish-English

sentences, using all of your new verbs in as many forms as you can. For this assignment, keep

the sentences short and do not stray very far from the structures we’ve provided in this lesson.

Write at least 18 sentences



If you are a coaching student please submit your production using the regular
submission channels.
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